Terms of service
Welcome to the Transmeet.Tv, NextGen Internet Television. We will not impose a lot of rules on you.
The rules that we do set forth, we demand that you follow or else you may forfeit your right to use the
Transmeet.Tv Service.
1. Not Transmeet.Tv but you are entirely responsible for all content that you submit, upload, post, email
or otherwise transmit via this service. You expressly acknowledge and agree that the Service is a public
service that once you submit your content for inclusion into the service it will be accessible by others
and that there is no confidentiality or privacy with respect to your content including any personally
identifying information that you may make available online. There is no cost to you to submit your
content.
2. By submitting your video content, you agree:
a)That you own or have the necessary licenses, rights, consents and permissions to all patent,
trademark, trade secret, copyright or other proprietary rights to your content and any other works that
you incorporate into your content and you authorize Transmeet.Tv to use your content in the manner
contemplated in this agreement.
b)That you have the written consent, release, and/or permission of each and every identifiable
individual person in your content to use such person's name or likeness in your content for use in the
manner contemplated in this agreement.
c) Not to include in your content any content that is unlawful, harmful, threatening, abusive, harassing,
defamatory, vulgar, pornographic, offensive, indecent, libelous, invasive of another's privacy, hateful or
racially, ethnically or otherwise objectionable.
d) That you are at least 18 years of age and you acknowledge that children under the age of 18 may not
submit content to the Service.
3. You retain ownership to your content that you submit for inclusion into the service. By submitting
your content to Transmeet.Tv, you by this act grant Transmeet.Tv and its affiliates the following
worldwide, royalty free, non exclusive and transferable rights and licenses:
a) To host, cache, store, archive, index, crawl, create algorithms based on modify or encode your
content to appropriate media formats, standards or mediums as part of the service.
b) to use, distribute, reproduce, modify, remix, excerpt, adapt, prepare derivative works and
compilations of publicly perform and publicly display your content on the service, on any Transmeet.TV
property or in connection with any distribution or syndication arrangement thereof with third parties or
third-party sites, in any media format or medium and through any media channels.

c) To use your content for and in connection with advertising, promotional or commercial purposes
including without limitation the right to publicly display, perform, reproduce and distribute your content
in any media format or medium and through any media channels.
4. By submitting your content for inclusion into the service, you also grant to Transmeet.Tv users and to
others the following non-exclusive license:
a) To access, distribute, display and/or perform your content through the service or through the use of
other Transmeet.Tv services, including publicly on third-party web sites and the Internet generally.
b) To rate, review, comment on and tag your content.
c) To embed Transmeet.Tv's video player or other form of media player with your content on any web
site.
d) To send and distribute your content via email, Instant Messenger or otherwise over or through the
Internet or any other electronic communications system.
e) To access, reproduce, distribute and/or perform your content via Transmeet.Tv's web service APIs or
via RSS or any similar XML or related feeds.
f) To use, reproduce, distribute, remix, prepare derivative works of and compilations, display and
perform your video content as permitted through the functionality of the Transmeet.TV video service
including publicly on third-party web sites and the Internet generally.
The foregoing licenses granted by you shall terminate once you remove or delete, or request removal or
deletion of, as applicable, your content from the service or Transmeet.TV removes or deletes your
content and the removal has been processed on Transmeet.Tv's backend.
Transmeet.Tv has no duty or obligation, express or implied, to post, host, stream or otherwise include
any of your content.
5. Transmeet.Tv reserves and has the right to sell, license and/or display any advertising, attribution,
links, promotional and/or distribution rights in connection with your content and Transmeet.TV will be
entitled to retain any and all revenue generated from any sales or licenses of such advertising,
attribution, links or promotional or distribution rights. Nothing in this agreement obligates or may be
deemed to obligate Transmeet.Tv to sell, license or offer to sell or license any advertising, promotion or
distribution rights.
6. You agree to indemnify and hold harmless Transmeet.Tv and its subsidiaries, affiliates, officers, agents
or other partners and employees, from any claim or demand, including reasonable attorneys' fees, made
by any third party due to or arising out of your use of and access to the service, your violation of this
agreement, your violation of any rights of another person or entity, or your violation of any applicable
laws or regulations.

7. In addition to all other legal remedies available to Transmeet.Tv, you acknowledge that Transmeet.Tv
has the right to remove your content from the service or refuse to include your content in the service,
refuse to grant you access to any current or future use of the service or any Transmeet.Tv service, with
or without warning, if Transmeet.TV, in its sole discretion, believes you have:
a) Violated or tried to violate the rights of Transmeet.Tv or others.
b) Violated or tried to violate or acted inconsistently pursuant to this agreement.
8. This agreement constitutes the entire agreement and supersedes all prior agreements of the parties
with respect to the transactions set forth herein. Transmeet.Tv may modify this agreement from time to
time. You agree to be bound to any changes to this agreement when you use the Transmeet.TV service
after any such modification is posted.
Copyright & Reporting Unfair use of content
First, Transmeet.Tv has no control over the content of the channels and has no way to unsubscribe
existing subscribers from any channel. What's more, each of these channels may be accessible from
dozens of other websites and guides as well as the channel owner's website, so the channel could
continue to get many new subscribers even after being removed from the Transmeet.Tv. Thus, if you
want a piece of content removed from circulation, the best way to do that is to contact the channel
owner or their ISP, not us. You get both "one-stop shopping" and a more complete solution to your
problem.
Infringement Notification
To file a notice of infringement with us, you must provide a written communication (by fax or email,
except by prior agreement) that sets forth the items specified below. Please note that you will be liable
for damages (including costs and attorneys' fees) if you materially misrepresent that a product or
activity is infringing your copyrights. Accordingly, if you are not sure whether material available online
infringes your copyright, we suggest that you first contact us to settle things in a reasonable way.
To expedite our ability to process your request, please use the following format (including section
numbers):
a) Identify in sufficient detail the copyrighted work that you believe has been infringed.
b) For example, "The copyrighted work at issue is the Vodcast that appears on www.transmeet.tv".
c) Identify the material that you claim is infringing the copyrighted work listed in item #1 above. You
must specifically identify both
d) Provide information reasonably sufficient to permit Transmeet.tv to contact you (email address is
preferred).

e) Provide information, if possible, sufficient to permit Transmeet.tv to notify the owner/administrator
of the web page that allegedly contains infringing material (email address is preferred).
f) Include the following statement: "I have a good faith belief that use of the copyrighted materials
described above on the allegedly infringing web pages is not authorized by the copyright owner, its
agent, or the law."
g) Include the following statement: "I swear, under penalty of perjury, that the information in the
notification is accurate and that I am the copyright owner or am authorized to act on behalf of the
owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed."
h) Sign the paper.
i) Send the written communication to the following fax (or email if arranged):
Transmeet.Tv
Fax: +385 1 46 33 016
Email: info@transmeet.tv
Privacy Statement
Transmeet.Tv cares a lot about its users’ online privacy. If you have any questions concerning this
privacy policy, please email us at: info@transmeet.tv.
Personal information
Transmeet.Tv collects user submitted information such as nickname and email address to authenticate
users. We may use a user's email address to send updates, newsletters or news regarding the
Transmeet.Tv services or services of its partners.
Transmeet.Tv also logs non-personally-identifiable information including IP address, profile information,
aggregate user data, and browser type, from users and visitors to the site. This data is used to manage
the website, track usage and improve the website services. This non-personally-identifiable information
may be shared with third-parties to provide more relevant services and advertisements to members.
User IP addresses are recorded for security and monitoring purposes only.
Cookies
Cookies are small text files that are saved on your hard disk or in the memory of your computer. They
can be used to save your preferences for a service. Cookies can’t damage your computer or files. If you
don’t want to accept cookies simply change the settings in your browser. Note that certain features may
not be accessible with your cookies switched-off.
In the future our privacy statement may be updated. The changes can then be found on this page, so we
recommend you to visit this page regularly.

